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Defense Minister inquires about
Kuwaiti troops in Saudi Arabia

KUWAIT: Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Defense Sheikh Hamad Jaber Al-Ali Al-Sabah is seen during a video call with Kuwaiti forces partaking in the “Operation Restore Hope” in Saudi Arabia and
Kuwaiti Army personnel in the joint forces in Bahrain. — KUNA photos
KUWAIT: Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of
Defense Sheikh Hamad Jaber Al-Ali Al-Sabah yesterday inquired in an audio-visual contact about status
of the Kuwaiti forces partaking in the “Operation
Restore Hope” in Saudi Arabia and Kuwaiti Army
personnel in the joint forces in Bahrain. The kingdom
security has remained inseparable from security and
stability of the State of Kuwait, Defense Minister
Sheikh Hamad stated, according to a Kuwait Army
statement, noting that he conveyed greetings from
Their Highnesses the Amir and the Crown Prince to
the Kuwaiti forces. The Kuwaiti military forces have
always supported the armed forces in the other GCC
countries, the Kuwaiti defense minister affirmed. The
audio-visual contact was attended by the Kuwait
Army Chief of Staff Lieutenant General Khaled Saleh
Al-Sabah, Deputy Chief of Staff Major General Fahad
Al-Nasser and a number of senior military commanders. Later on, the minister met a number of ranking
officers, expressing belated congratulations for Eid
Al-Fitr and lauding the personnel for their dedication
to serving the homeland. — KUNA

Fire Force brings
in advanced
water pumps
KUWAIT: Kuwait Fire Force Chief
Lieutenant General Khaled Al-Mekrad
oversaw the launching of 15 advanced
mobile water pumps during a visit to the
KFF workshop in Rai yesterday. The
pumps come in two sizes; each with a
pumping power of 8,000 and 3,000
liters per hour respectively, and will be
used to pump rainwater and for boat
rescue operations.

Crimes
Cop questioned for ‘improper behavior’
KUWAIT: Ministry of Interior summoned for
questioning a policeman who was seen in a video
acting improperly toward an expatriate standing in
line to receive the coronavirus vaccine inside a mall
on Monday. Interior Ministry Relations and Security
Information department said in an official statement:
“This is an individual behavior that is unacceptable
by the security establishment that works to preserve the rights and duties of citizens and expats,
adding that there is no one above the law.”

Suspect released
The public prosecution released an Egyptian
woman who fought with her husband, who died
during the fight in their Salmiya apartment. The
woman insisted she did not stab her husband, and
only injured his hand while defending herself,
adding he collapsed all of a sudden, Al-Rai Arabic
daily reported yesterday. The prosecution summoned the two neighbors who entered the flat to
take their testimony. Preliminary reports indicate
that the man died of a cardiac arrest.

Mirqab blaze
Firemen fought a blaze reported in a Mirqab
building Monday evening. The building was evacuated and no injuries were reported, Kuwait Fire
Force said in a statement to the press. An investigation was opened to reveal the cause of the fire.

Five sentenced
The cassation court sentenced a Kuwaiti lawyer
and four Egyptians to 15 years in jail for kidnapping, stealing and blackmailing lawyer Saud AlHalfi, reported Al-Rai. The court said the suspects
kidnapped the victim and took him from his office
to a Farwaniya stable after handcuffing and blindfolding him, with the intention to harm and blackmail him. The court said the use of violence
against the victim caused him injuries as
described in a medical report. The suspects
claimed they were detectives during the incident
and acted as such. The first accused took pictures
of the victim while beating him.

